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Strong Turnout for Omiki Seminar  
By Ilima Loomis< Maui Ki-Aikido

The mats were bustling at the Shunshinkan Dojo for the fall Omiki semi-
nar from Nov. 14 to 16, with around 45 students turning out from O‘ahu, 
Maui, Hilo, Honoka‘a, and Kauai, including some beginners, and several 
off-island students who had never trained on Maui before.

Throughout the seminar, Christopher Curtis Sensei continued to focus 
on the concept of  sankaku no kamae, or triangle posture, which Shinichi 
Tohei Sensei has also emphasized throughout the year. Students tried sever-
al exercises with open hands and bokken to practice the correct positioning 
of  their one point and hands -- being mindful to follow the sen line along 
the bottom of  the pinky fi nger in forming the lines of  the triangle. 

But Curtis Sensei also reminded the group that sankaku no kamae rep-
resents each student’s focus of  attention, and isn’t just a way of  positioning 
the body. Students practiced creating the triangle with their minds fi rst, and 
then “fi lling” it with a hand or bokken.

An exercise with bokken reinforced the concept. Students practiced 
forming sankaku no kamae with the bokken, and then keeping their “tri-
angle” focused forward when they raised the sword. 

Curtis Sensei demonstrates with Charles 
Boyer, Lokahi Dojo, and Sayaka Reasoner.

Lillian Paiva, Honoka‘a Dojo, helps youngest 
participant Sheldon Hanks.
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Chief  Instructor Message:
by Christopher Curtis - Chief Instructor HKF

2014 has been a year full of  transition.  We recently returned from World Camp at Ki Society Headquarters in 
Japan.  It was, as usual, an inspiring fi ve days, as those of  you who attended, or have attended in the past, can at-
test.  It is an experience that really puts a positive and long lasting boost in your personal practice, as well as what 
you have to share with your students.

Kaichou (Shinichi Tohei Sensei) has decided that 2014 will be the last of  our World Camp experiences, at least 
for the near future.  It may be revisited again later on in several years.  There are two reasons for this. First, it is diffi -
cult for him to personally reach out to each of  the individual students when there are so many from different places 
attending.  Second, it is a real challenge for the small staff  they have there to organize and run such huge seminars.

Instead, he has asked each Ki Federation to reserve a special few days at HQ in order to have our own special 
World Camp-like event.  To this end, I immediately reserved September 1 – 5, Tuesday through Saturday, 2015.  In-
vited to attend this event will be all members of  HKF, as well as all members of  the Netherlands, German, and 
Spanish Ki Societies.  Obviously we are hoping that this fi rst time together will be well attended so we can all share 
this experience together.  

Since 2004, at the request of  Koichi Tohei Sensei, I have been traveling to Western Europe twice each year, 
spring and fall, to teach the various Ki Societies in the 
countries of  Holland, Germany, and Spain.  It has been 
a tremendous experience for me, both in meeting so 
many new and different people, as well as meeting the 
challenge of  fi nding new ways to communicate To-
hei Sensei’s teaching to so many different groups and 
cultures.  This year marked my 70th birthday, and the 
rigors of  travel being what they are, I have decided that 
I will be traveling only once a year to Europe beginning 
in 2015.  My new schedule will be during the month 
of  May (always a great time to be in Europe) and will 
include seminars in all three countries, allowing me to 
stay a bit longer and cover more territory.  

Since I won’t be teaching Europe seminars in the fall 
any longer, I hope that this encourages the teachers and 
students there to continue to take part in this kind of  
training twice per year by attending the September train-
ing camp at Japan Headquarters.  I hope that you will all 
be able to join us!   •

Item Location Date Otomo
HKF Shugyo Tassei Kigan Shiki Seminar Lokahi Dojo Feb. 20, 21, 22 David Hewahewa
Curtis Sensei Europe Seminars Spain, Netherlands, Germany May 1 - June 1 Carlos Boyer
Summer Seminar Maui Shunshinkan Dojo June 26, 27, 28 Jeff Baldwin
Summer Workshop - Oahu Lokahi Dojo no otomo
Summer Workshop - Big Island Hilo Dojo no otomo
Summer Workshop - Kauai Hanapepe Dojo no otomo
HKF Camp Japan Ki Society HQ, Tochigi

July 10 & 11 
July 24 & 25 
Aug 7 & 8 
Aug 31-Sept 3 Tracy Reasoner 

HKF Winter Omiki Seminar Lokahi Dojo
(CORRECTED)   asst: Glenn Young 
Oct 23, 24, 25 Fincher Sterling

Christopher Curtis Sensei with Lynn Curtis and Igor Ostroumov, Chief In-
structor of Western Russia Ki Society, at World Camp in Japan, 2014.

TMH
Highlight
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Europe Report: 

Meet Jose Vicente Costa Garcia and
Rafael Gandia Moreno of  the 
Valencia Ki Society, Valencia, Spain.

Maui Ki-Aikido has had the pleasure of  getting to know two de-
lightful young Ki Society instructors who came to Maui from Spain 
to train with us for a month, from September 19 to October 21 this 
year.  

Rafael Gandia Moreno, who goes by Rafa, is the Head Instruc-
tor of  Ki-Aikido Quart de Poblet in Valencia.  His father is Rafael 
Gandia Pastor, Chief  Instructor of  Spain in Ki-Aikido, to whose 
dojo in Valencia Curtis Sensei goes to hold a Spain seminar annu-
ally.

Jose Vicente Costa Garcia is Head Instructor of  Ki Aikido El 
Carmen in Valencia.  Both Rafa and Jose practice with Gandia Sen-
sei at the main dojo of  Valencia Ki Society in addition to teaching 
in their satellite dojos in Valencia.

Mana interviewed them together on October 19.  The fi rst ques-
tion we asked was, why did you travel so far to come here to train on Maui?  What follows is a translation of  our 
conversation.

Rafa:  I came here because Curtis Sensei has asked and encouraged me, all of  us, ever since 2010, to come prac-
tice in Hawaii, and I’ve been wanting to come ever since then. 

Jose:  Gandia Sensei (Rafa’s father) always wanted Rafa and me to learn all we could, and while he himself  wants 
to come, he wanted to send us fi rst.  Gandia Sensei wants the younger instructors to get experience and be the ones 
who will be prepared to promote and strengthen Ki-Aikido throughout Spain.

Mana:  What have you experienced here while training with Maui Ki-Aikido that is going to be of  value or be 
useful to you when you go back to your dojos?

Rafa:  The personal experience is what I especially appreciate.  
Just everything – the connection, the philosophy, the respect I see 
in the dojo, the feeling I’ve gotten.

Jose:  Rafa and I talked about this and we both feel that we have 
come to Maui not just in order to advance and deepen our indi-
vidual practice.  For this reason, from the fi rst day, we have been 
paying close attention to and carefully observing the functioning of  
the dojo and the way the students and teachers interact and what 
they are like, both inside and outside of  the dojo.

Being on Maui a month, practicing every day of  the week, we’ve 
been able to experience the methodology of  the teaching, the 
orderliness, the calm, the respect and the discipline, noticing that all 
of  this arises very naturally and agreeably.  

Another thing of  equal importance is that at every opportunity, 
even the slightest, most of  the students take advantage of  perform-
ing Otomo.  This environment and this attitude and its implica-
tions are really the prime thing that we will be sharing with Gandia 
Sensei when we get back to Valencia.

Mana:  Has Curtis Sensei given you a challenge or made a re-
quest of  you for when you return to Spain? Rafael Gandia in photo taken in Valencia, Spain.

Rafael Gandia Moreno and Jose vicente Costa Garcia with 
Curtis Sensei during their month-long training on Maui.
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Europe Report . . . continued from page 3

Rafa and Jose:  Curtis Sensei, all during this month we’ve been here, has insisted often that we are to be his “am-
bassadors” to Ki Society in Spain.  He also has emphasized to us, directly and indirectly, the basic fundamentals 
such as Hitori Waza and Bokken practice.  Sensei asked us to practice more Ki breathing and Ki meditation.  He 
asked us, when we are back teaching in Valencia, to pay special attention to the work of  the Uke and the connection 
of  Uke and Nage.  Lastly, he asked us to practice more Kaisho and 
Gyosho, that is, to practice more slowly and to experiment with the 
connection mentioned above, acquiring softness in the movements 
from the One Point.  He has been reminding us that the main rea-
son for the practice is to feel the unifi cation of  mind and body. 

Mana:  What do you think of  our island of  Maui?
Rafa:  Maui, with its beaches and volcano, is beautiful, exotic, 

“fantastico”!  It’s like a movie!
Jose:  I agree, and I was surprised by the attitude of  the people, 

like with strangers waving to me.  People here are happy and 
friendly.  It’s a paradise.

Mana:  Do you think you’ll return to train here?
Rafa:  I would like to come back each year, and that will be dif-

fi cult.  I’m in training to be a fi refi ghter, and the situation of  high 
unemployment in Spain is a big hurdle.  In the meantime, I study, 
teach and practice Aikido and play the saxophone in a 90-person 
orchestra and in a small rock and blues band whenever we can get 
a gig.

Jose: Yes, I want to return very soon to practice on Maui.  It has 
been very intense, “breathing” Ki-Aikido every day during this 
month.  And, of  course, I want to go to World Camp in Japan.  

Rafa:  I defi nitely want to go to World Camp, too.   
Mana:  All of  us at Maui Ki-Aikido really enjoyed getting to 

know both of  you and having you training with us.  We wish you the very best in your lives and for your dojos and 
hope that we’ll see you again soon.  

Jose sent us an additional message a month after his return to Spain:
Dear Curtis Sensei,
I hope that everything is great in your life. I’ve been waiting for the high from the Maui trip to subside before 

writing, and I need to admit that I’m still a bit hung-over.
I feel a deep gratitude for the opportunity I’ve had in living this experience along with Rafa Jr. Our friendship 

has deepened, if  that’s possible, from all of  this.
I notice within myself  a new perspective towards life, more peaceful, profound and fresh, which allows me to 

stop and observe my inner reality where before I just acted out of  habit. I’m not saying that everything is now fan-
tastic and perfect - that wouldn’t be honest. I remember running against the grain heading nowhere. Not that I now 
know where I’m going, but upon remembering that, my face lights up with a smile. There are still many moments in 
which the inertia of  habit takes over. At those times, besides smiling as I said, I remember that there’s much more 
practice needed.

I continue to digest and digest everything that I experienced. I’m aware that this process began years ago, when 
I met Gandia Sensei. My relationship with Gandia Sensei has taken on a new dimension: I feel a huge gratitude and 
respect towards my Sensei that makes me want to practice Otomo with more intensity. This trip has truly been one 
of  inner discovery.

Seeing and practicing with Carlos Sensei was very nice; one is always learning with him. I can’t fi nish this message 
without mentioning Jeff  Baldwin Sensei. During this trip I’ve gotten to know the cowboy with the biggest heart I’ve 
ever known. I could mention many others, but I would surely leave someone out.

Thank you once again, Sensei, for your teaching. A big hug,  Jose Costa.   •

Rafa Gandia as nage, Valencia, Spain.
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Hawai‘i Ki Federation news from dojos around the Islands

Francis and Nicolas Altura perform Katadori Ikkyo.

Maui Ki-Aikido gives 3 youths the
2014 Shinichi Suzuki Sensei Ki-Aikido Youth Award
Three Maui Ki-Aikido youths have been chosen as the 2014 recipients of  the Shinichi Suzuki Sensei Ki-Aikido 
Youth Award. Layke Yamauchi, Zoey Pacring and Justin Hanks have each been awarded, free of  cost, two Hawai‘i 

Ki Federation seminars on Maui, in August and No-
vember, along with other dojo training fees for one 
year.

The youth award is given annually based on several 
criteria that include a strong level of  interest and effort 
in training, a respectful and supportive attitude toward 
their dojo, their teachers and their fellow students, and 
a commitment to dojo service. The three students have 
each been assisting the teachers of  children’s classes for 
a year or more.

The award was created in 2003 to honor our be-
loved founder of  Maui Ki-Aikido, the late Shinichi 
Suzuki Sensei, for his dedication and outstanding lead-
ership in the development of  Ki-Aikido in Hawai‘i, as 
well as in honor of  the 50th anniversary of  his teaching 
at the Maui dojo.   •

Performing bokken kamae are Jack Friend and Naomi and Evy Lemieux.

Lillian Paiva, Honoka‘a Head Instructor, and her students gave a demon-
stration at the Honoka‘a Hongwanji 100 anniversary celebration Nov. 2.

Alaria Franzoni, nage, and Francis and Nicolas Altura, ukes.

Suzuki Sensei Youth Award recipients Justin Hanks, Zoey Pacring and 
Layke Yamauchi with Curtis Sensei.
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Visiting Instructor Seminar with David Shaner Sensei
The Eastern Ki Federation’s Chief  Instructor, David 
Shaner Sensei, taught a wonderful seminar on Maui 
August 1-3 grounded in the practice of  Kiatsu Ryoho 
(therapy).  He led the participants to experience how 
the fundamental elements of  Kiatsu are present and 
basic in the Aikido arts.  He taught us to connect Kiatsu 
to everything else we do in Ki-Aikido.  

Shaner Sensei led us through many Ki tests and ex-
ercises that were useful in demonstrating to the person 
“The state of  his/her mind” or that “When you use 
mind one way, you get one result, and when you use 
mind another way, you get another result.”  He con-
stantly emphasized noticing when we are experiencing 
being separate from our partner and to return to a feel-

ing, an awareness, an experience of  “no separation.” 
For example, in a “Keep One Point” exercise of  walking forward when be-

ing held, if  the person held is stopped, it is because her mind goes to the spot 
held, but more signifi cantly it is because of  the feeling of  being separate.  

Shaner Sensei referred to many of  Tohei Sensei’s “5 Principles,” all found in 
the HKF training manual Ki-Aikido on Maui, and used them in the seminar.  He 
strongly emphasized moving from one’s One Point in all aspects of  Aikido and 
Kiatsu.

An example he used was the fi rst art taught to adults, Katate Kosadori 
Kokyunage.  He said it is the fi rst art because it is the easiest to see, and it em-
bodies, all 5 principles of  Ki-Aikido.  And in addition, it perfectly expresses the 
principles of  Kiatsu.

- It requires both the nage and the uke to fi rst of  all extend Ki  (“Ki is ex-
tending”). 

- Knowing your partner’s mind means understanding where they are coming 
from, in the art, sensing the will to hold; in Kiatsu, it’s sensing the problem, 
asking for information.

- You respect your partner’s Ki.
- Putting yourself  in the place of  the opponent/
partner:  in the art you move without force to a 
place where you are going the same direction as the 
partner/opponent (you see the point of  view of  
an opponent, and in Kiatsu, you connect with the 
patient. This helps the patient “melt” tension.)

- Lead, or perform, the art or Kiatsu, with confi dence
As participating partners were led through giving 

Kiatsu to legs and knees, stomachs, necks and shoul-
ders, Shaner Sensei worked from Master Koichi Tohei’s 
5 principles of  Kiatsu Ryoho, which are: 

1.   Extend Ki from the one point in the lower abdo-
men.

David Shaner Sensei demonstrates kiatsu on the stomach with Igor Ostrou-
mov Sensei of St. Petersburg, Russia.

Shaner Sensei and Charles Boyer, showing  
kiatsu connection with Yokomenuchi arts.

HKF Senior Advisor Clayton Naluai Sensei works with Maui students 
Milinda Girard  and George Carlson.Continues on page 7
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Shaner Sensei demonstrates Kiatsu on Jeff 
Baldwin’s neck and back.  

2.  Do not let tension accumulate in your body.
3.  Press perpendicularly toward the center of  the muscle without forc-

ing.
4.  Focus Ki continuously and precisely at the fi ngertips.
5.  Concentrate on the lines, rather than the points.  
He stated that in giving Kiatsu, lines are like a koan.  We know that there 

is no physical “one point” and like that, the lines are only a guide, an idea.  
All is interconnected, so if  you follow lines, you will touch the acupres-
sure points, the points that are important to press.  Both the giver and the 
receiver must be very relaxed.  

Always ask about how the person feels.  Before giving any Kiatsu, ask 
questions about the person’s health, medical advice or treatments, and what 
the problem is, how they are feeling.  Keep in communication all the time 
during Kiatsu treatment.  Be sensitive to any cultural issue regarding touch-
ing, and personal preferences or feelings.  Shaner Sensei reminded us that 
Shinichi Tohei Sensei always asks “How do you feel?” after you do some-
thing and says if  you can feel it, you can self-correct it.  (This “it” is wheth-
er you are “upperside,”  tense, not sending Ki from the One Point, etc.)

A good point made by Shaner Sensei in Q and A:  someone asked if  
there is a difference between personal Ki and Universal Ki.  He answered 
that there is just one Ki as there is just one ocean.  Shinichi Tohei Sensei 
has used the comparison that if  he scoops up a cup of  water at the beach, 
should he refer to it as “his ocean”? 

One of  the Maui participants in this seminar, Ilima Loomis, said in sum-
mary, “What I took away from this seminar that I thought was really im-
portant was that it deepened my understanding of  what it means to be con-
nected to my partner.  Aikido arts are a good way to learn connection…In 
Kiatsu it seems impossible to fake the connection, there is no room to fool 
yourself.  If  you aren’t feeling the connection with your partner, it’s imme-
diately obvious.  The receiver of  kiatsu would not feel good.”   •

Omiki Seminar . . . continued from page 1

“It’s a state of  mind -- it has nothing to do with the 
form,” said Curtis Sensei.

It was one of  many exercises and techniques that 
helped students experience the feeling for themselves 
-- another key teaching point Shinichi Tohei Sensei has 
focused on this year. 

Other highlights of  the weekend included Saturday’s 
Omiki ceremony and banquet, and Sunday’s Ki tests by 
Maui students Layke Yamauchi and Corin Nishimoto, 
both of  whom passed their Jokyu tests.

We encourage all students to mark their calendars for 
the upcoming Shugyo Tassei Kigan Shiki Seminar, Feb. 
20-22, in Honolulu.   •

Shaner Sensei . . . continued from page 6

Maui Ki-Aikido held a benefi t car wash in August.  A long line of cars 
awaits scrubbers Reece Ugalino, David Hewahewa and Fiona McGrath.
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The entire Thursday youth class at the Shunshinkan Dojo all tested and passed in November.  

Upcountry Dojo assistant teacher Lee Chong helps 2 beginners practice.

Maui Ki-Aikido November Children’s Testing

Curtis Sensei gives tests of unifi cation to the 10th and 9th kyu students.  

Upcountry Dojo students Naomi Farnsworth 
and Sheldon Hanks practice before their test.

Shunshinkan and Upcountry Dojo 10th and 9th kyu students test before Curtis Sensei and Upcountry teacher Chris Barense on November 23.
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Order Form:  Please write in the number of items you are ordering after each price.
Letting Go  by Christopher Curtis Sensei .......................................................................................... (non-member)  $20_____
(See description and ebook sales below) (HKF members)  $15_____
 (bulk rate to dojos, 5 or more)  $12_____

Ki-Aikido on Maui, 3rd edition, by Christopher Curtis Sensei (non-members)  $12_____
The training manual used by all Hawai‘i Ki Federation dojos.  (HKF member)   $8_____

50 Years of Aikido in Hawai‘i, A Book of Days  .....................................................................................................   $10_____
Perpetual keepsake calendar with historic photos that chronicle the birth, evolution and 
development of Aikido, including rare photos of the founders. 

Bokken Suburi DVD - Training Aid ................................Remastered ........................................ (non-member)  $25_____
Christopher Curtis Sensei performs the 8 Bokken Suburi, 10 repetitive bokken cutting (HKF members)  $20_____ 
exercises, Kengi 1 and 2, and Jogi 1 and 2, developed by both Soshu Koichi Tohei and 
Shinichi Suzuki Sensei over the past 50 years. 

Norito CD, as read by Christopher Curtis Sensei .......................................................................................................$25_____

Shokushu (Ki Sayings) CD, as read by Clayton Naluai Sensei ................................................................................$25_____

Subtotal of order $__________
Priority Shipping:  USA & Territories $6, Canada $20, all other countries $24 for each 1 or 2 books, or up to 
 4 DVDs or CDs ..................................................................................................................................$__________
 Call or email us for larger or multiple orders and we will adjust shipping costs for better rates. 
Total amount enclosed: ..........................................................................................................................................$__________

 Visa    or  Mastercard      Check enclosed payable to Maui Ki-Aikido        
Card #  ____________________________________________________
Expiration Date:  ____________________________________________________
Signature:  ____________________________________________________
Ship To:  ____________________________________________________
  ____________________________________________________
email contact:  ____________________________________________________
phone/fax:  ____________________________________________________

Mail to:
Maui Ki-Aikido
P.O. Box 724
Wailuku, HI  96793

Fax: 808 244-5165
Email: mauikiaikido@
gmail.com

Save by Ordering/Downloading eBooks
Purchase and download Letting Go, and Ki-Aikido on Maui for $9.99 each in the following formats: Kindle (Ama-
zon); Lulu (Viewable on any device from Lulu); iBook (iTunes Store); and Nook (Barnes & Noble).

Letting Go: Talks on Aikido is a collection of  insightful, concise essays adapted from talks given 
by Christopher Curtis, 8th Dan, the Chief  Instructor of  the Hawaii Ki Federation and Head Instructor of  Maui 
Ki-Aikido in Wailuku, Maui. A wide range of  topics is covered, from the basic principles and techniques of  Ki-
Aikido to the practical ways that Ki-Aikido can be applied to living a more centered, productive, and mindful life.  

The Letting Go book is a useful companion to related Letting Go lectures, podcasts and discussions available on 
Curtis Sensei’s blog, found at curtissensei.com.

Reduced!

Reduced!

Reduced!

Reduced!
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